
Spring 2 term calendar M T W Th F 

WB 24th Feb Geo 0  Geo 1 Sci 1  

WB 2nd March  Geo 2  Geo 3 Sci 2  

WB 9th March Geo 4   Sci 3  

WB 16th March DT 1  DT 2 Sci 4  

WB 23rd March DT 3  DT 4  Sci 5  

WB 30th March  
RE week 

DT 5  DT 6   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science – living things and animals 
Plants /Animals , including humans 

(specifically food & exercise)  
Year 2 Term :   Spring 1 Time allocation   5 sessions 

Objectives:  

• observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature 

plants. 

• find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable 

temperature to grow and stay healthy. 

• describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the 

right amounts of different types of food, and hygiene 

Resources: 

Children’s encyclopaedias 

Human body posters, Stop 

watches 

Food diary template. 

Food pyramids 

Seeds/beans 

Pot, Compost, Gardening tools 

Ideas:  

Explore what’s inside the body and why we need food, water and air to survive.  

Explore the effects of exercise on the body (heart rate, breathing) 

Find out what is meant by a healthy diet. Keep a food diary. Prepare a healthy meal – fruit salad.  

Investigate what a plant needs to grow. 

Grow vegetable plants from seed and plant in the raised beds (working alongside Year 1). 

Learning objectives Input/Science subject knowledge. Challenges: 

SC1 LI: to ask simple questions, observe 

closely and perform simple tests.  

What would affect how seeds grow? Brainstorm ideas – what if…..?  

What if we put them in the dark? In the fridge? Without soil? Etc. Create 

class brainstorm. 

Pick 5 different conditions to test. (the class will split into 5 groups. Each 

group to monitor a condition. Plant the seed in that condition.) We will check 

on them soon. 

Chs/1 – supported template. Fill in the sheet to show the 5 different conditions. 

Draw a picture and label. 

Ch2/3 –Fill in the sheet to show the 5 different conditions. Draw a picture and write 

the different conditions.  

Write a prediction for your condition. What will happen to your seed?  

SC2 LI: to observe and describe how 

seeds and bulbs grow into mature 

plants. 

Show a time lapse video of the growth of a plant from a seed. Explain that 

when the plant sprouts from the seed, this is germination. Clarify that while 

many plants start as seeds, some begin as bulbs, tubers or cuttings. 

Check our seeds in the different conditions – have any geminated yet?  

ChS/1 -Sequence the pictures to show how seeds germinate and label.  What does 

germination mean? 

Ch2/3 –Match the seed to its mature plant. What does germination mean? 

 

SC3 LI: to describe the importance for 

humans to eat the right amounts of 

different types of food. 

Revisit the food plate (5 different food types) Which should you eat 

more/less of? Where would chocolate fit?  

Shopping lists. Look at different shopping lists/photos of trolleys. Which 

trolley do you think is the most balanced?  

Chs/1 – look at photos of trolleys with food in. discuss which is the most balanced. 

Write a simple sentence to explain.  

Ch2/3 – look at shopping lists. Pick a good example and a bad example and explain 

both.  

SC4 LI: to describe the importance for 

humans of exercise. 

Watch clip/powerpoint about exercise. Create list of exercises that the 

children could do. Use the timers from the hall. In pairs – complete the 

exercises and see how many you do in a minute. Complete the differentiated 

tables.  

How many would you have to do to burn off a chocolate bar?  

Why is exercise important?  

ChS/1 

 

Ch2/3  



SC5 LI: to find out and describe how 

plants need water, light and a suitable 

temperature to grow and stay healthy. 

 

Look back at plants in 5 different conditions. What happened? Discussion. 

Which grew? Which didn’t? Which grew the best? Why?   

What helps plants to grow? What doesn’t help? Create a tick/cross flipchart 

to show what plants need to grow successfully.  

ChS/1 – fill in table for the 5 conditions. 

Condition – fridge. Grow? No. Why? Because it was too cold.  

 

Ch2/3 – Write up a conclusion using conjunctions to explain the different conditions. 

What did you find out?  

e.g. Plants don’t grow when they are in the fridge because it is too cold.  

Feedback from previous science scrutiny – writing stems/ scaffolds / scribing needed for LA. 

 

 

Geography Place knowledge (similarities & differences b/t UK & non-European country) Spring 2 Time allocation  5 sessions 

Understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human and physical 

geography of a small area of the United Kingdom (Thatcham), and of a small area in a 

contrasting non-European country (Where chocolate grows – Ivory Coast, Ghana, Brazil). 

key physical features, including: beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, valley, 

vegetation, season and weather key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm, 

house, office, port, harbour and shop 
Learning objectives Input/ subject knowledge Challenges: 

Geo 0 (no work) Where does chocolate come from? Bean to bar process.   Model the process from getting the cacao pods, to beans, to actual chocolate. 

Fact gathering lesson to immerse children in the knowledge.   Watch film clips and gather info – take notes on a WB.  

Geo 1 LI: to identify the 7 

continents on a map.  

 

Input the 7 different continents - Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Antarctica, Europe, 

and Australaisa. 

Label the 7 continents on the big WB atlases on carpet. Which continents do you think cocoa could 

grow in? Why? Discuss.  Identify different locations in which cocoa grows on a map.  

ChS/1 label continents on map in sections, then tick/cross if you 

think cocoa grows there. Pick one and explain why. 

Ch2/3 label continents on map in sections, Explain whether cocoa 

could grow there or not.  

Would cocoa grow in England? Explain.  

Geo 2 LI: to identify 

similarities and differences 

between two countries.  

(FRUIT) 

To compare locations. 

To compare human and 

physical features. 

Comparing fruits grown in 2 different countries. 

Cox’s apple – England                 Pineapple – Brazil – South America 

Look for similarities and differences in pictures/information/data based on these themes: 

equator,   physical features (landscape)     human features 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVL8NXigTkI pineapple  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y44vwWNkVm4  apple  

Taste both fruits – how does the geography affect the fruit?  What similar about both places? What’s 

different?  

ChS/1 – make posters/brainstorm for each fruit. Stick pic of 

fruit in book and list ideas. 

Apple – cold, lots of rain, far from the equator. Pineapple- sweet, 

lots of sun, lots of rain 

Ch2/3 – List 5 similarities and 5 differences between the two 

fruit growing countries.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVL8NXigTkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y44vwWNkVm4


Geo 3 LI: to identify 

similarities and differences 

between two countries.  

(Cocoa) 

To compare locations. 

To compare climates 

(weather/temp). 

Why do cocoa beans grow in Brazil and the Ivory coast? (Its hot, its humid, near the equator, etc.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeUGvhINwHw Compare weather (temp) and rainfall graphs 

between England and Ivory coast – what do you notice?  

Could cocoa grow in England? Explain. 

ChS/1 – Sentence stems given – I notice that…. 

Ch2/3 – List 5 similarities and 5 differences between the two 

countries. 

Geo 4 LI: to understand how 

fair trading affects farmers.  

I can explain what fair trade 

means. 

I can identify fair trade 

food.  

Explain what fair trade means, use powerpoint and watch the video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFpeIi-YAnM  

Look at packaging – can you see the fair trade logo?  Sort food into fair trade and not. Compare the 

prices of fairtrade and not….. why is it more expensive? 

ChS/1 –complete the sentence stems. What 3 items can be 

fairtrade? 

Ch2/3 – write 3 sentences to explain what fairtrade means. Given 

bank of words.  What 3 items can be fairtrade? 

What do you think about fairtrade?  

 

 

 

DT - Cooking & Nutrition Year 2 Term :   Spring 1 Time allocation   5 sessions 

Design 

Generate and develop an appealing product and 

communicate their ideas through talking, writing 

recipes for themselves and others based on design 

criteria. Use ICT where appropriate (research recipes)  

Make 

Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks (cutting 

mixing shaping) 

Select and use a wide range of materials including ingredients according to their 

characteristics 

Evaluate 

Evaluate their ideas 

and products against 

design criteria 

 

Learning objectives Input/ subject knowledge Challenges: 

DT1 LI: to gather ideas 

for an appealing product.  

Research fruit salads. Taste test. Look at pictures. What do you like? Dislike? How do you 

rate the fruit? What looks best? Why?  

ChS/1 – fill out table and give own opinion. Draw the best 

presentation. 

Ch2/3 – use sentence stems. Fruits I like/ fruits I dislike. 

Presentation I like.  

DT2 LI: to practise using 

a range of tools to 

perform practical tasks. 

Practical cutting skills.  

Cutting practise. Using knives carefully – practise size and shape of cutting.  

Which works best? What shape is hardest to cut? Which fruit is hardest/easiest to cut? Is 

it too big? Too small? Which tool to use?   

n/a – practical. 

DT3 LI: to design an 

appealing fruit salad. 

Design fruit salad based on your research. What colours, shapes sizes, tastes do you want? 

How would you present it? Choose 3 fruits and a liquid (water, juice) 

Fill in the template – which ingredients. How will it be cut? 

How will it be presented? Which colours?  
ChS/1 – draw pic and label – template given 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeUGvhINwHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFpeIi-YAnM


Make a list of ingredients to buy.  Ch2/3 – draw pic and label in more detail under subheadings. 

DT4 LI: to create a 

recipe for my fruit salad. 

Model a set of instructions. Title, introduction, what you need, list, what you do, instructions. 

How are you going to make it? Be bossy – explain it. 

Look at bad example – how could you improve it? You will follow this recipe next lesson when 

you actually make it!  

ChS/1 – template given – focus on writing simple sentences 

Ch2/3 – use example instructions to write own. 

Can you use the skills on your checklist? 

DT5 LI: to use a range of 

tools to make a fruit 

salad. Practical 

Make fruit salad and eat. Follow your recipe and remember your cutting skills.  

Take photo of each fruit salad. 

n/a - practical 

DT6 LI: to evaluate my 

fruit salad. 

Evaluate (possibly do straight after DT5) 

Look back at your design. What worked well/ didn’t work well. How did it taste? What colour 

was it? 

ChS/1 – fill out template 

Ch2/3 – use sentence stems. 

How could you improve it? 

 

 

Music  Storytime  

(exploring sounds – link to spooky stories) &  

Travel  

(performance) 
Collins connect 

 
 

 

 


